SPECTRAL OPERATORS IN A DIRECT SUM OF HILBERT SPACES* BY NELSON DUNFORD CHIPMAN POINT, ORWELL, VERMONT
Communicated by Einar Hille, October 8, 1963 The purpose of this communication is to outline methods which yield a fairly complete spectral analysis for operators in a certain noncommutative B*-algebra of operators in the direct sum SYn = D)+. . . +! of a Hilbert space with itself n times. Some of the results described herein are intimately related to the elegant work of S. R. Foguell in his study of the algebra 21 of operators commuting with a normal operator of finite multiplicity.
Let E be a a-field of subsets of a set S and e(.) a countably additive self adjoint spectral measure defined on E whose values are projection operators in I. Let 23 be the algebra of all operators b in ID having the form b = fe biW)e(df) for some e-essentially bounded Z-measurable function i on S. This correspondence b b is known2 to be an isometric *-isomorphism between the algebra 23 and the algebra eB(S) of e-essentially bounded functions on I. Now consider the algebra of mappings B: [xi, ..., xn] - [yl, y.., Ye] in g having the formEy = k =1 bikXk where b1j is in Q3. This is a noncommutative B*-algebra Yn of operators in n which is isometrically *-isomorphic with the algebra eB"(S) of all Z-measurable e-essentially bounded maps f -* () of S into the algebra B(En) of bounded linear operators in n-dimensional unitary space En. The isomorphism is given by the integral B = fef(j)e(dj). It follows that the spectrum of B consists of those X for which e-ess supf C S det(XI -j(J)) -1 < c. Stated otherwise,
e(a) =I (lE5 Now, for a fixed J in S, the operator P(j) in En, being a spectral operator, has a resolution of the identity whose value on the Borel set a of complex numbers we will denote by E(aPf3(f)). It may be proved that the condition sup e-ess sup IE(o;fl(i))I < a,
au (B 1rE,( where 68 is the Borel field in the complex plane, is equivalent to the condition e-ess sup supIE(a;P(D))] < a).
( 1) This condition implies the following Fubini type formula. Let (p be a bounded
Bore] scalar function on the spectrum v(B). Then the integral f(B)qp(X)E(dX;P(D)
is an e-essentially bounded Z-measurable function of j, the integral feE(a;fl(f) e(di) is a bounded countably additive spectral measure in g, and
(2) From this formula it may be proved that the operator B in ,n is a spectral operator if and only if the condition (1) holds, and that when. it is a spectral operator, it is of type n -1, i.e., the nth power of its radical vanishes. The resolution of the identity for B is the integral E(o;B) = feE(o;f(f))e(dJ) From this result, it is clear that every operator in En is the strong limit of a sequence of spectral operators, a result proved by Foguel for the algebra 21 mentioned earlier.
The projections E(o-;A(f)) may be calculated as polynomials in f(f) by using interpolating polynomials,3 and an examination of the form of these polynomials shows that if, for e-almost all j in S and some constant K, we have sup X--1 < K, where the supremum is taken over all X, u of distinct eigenvalues of 2(f), then B is a spectral operator of type n -1. However, this condition is not necessary.
Let the complex number system be ordered by defining w r z to mean that Iw _ IzI and if IwI = JzI,then argw < argz. Let 25 be the set of allj in e for which the spectrum a(D(j)) consists of i distinct points, and let Sij(i), j = 1, ..., i be these distinct characteristic numbers arranged so that Silff) r ... drii(f). The sets E5 are disjoint sets in A, whose union is 5, and the function SJ( ) is ameasurable function on Ah. If E(Jij(j);f3(J)) is the value of the resolution of the identity of P(f) evaluated on the set consisting of the single point ijf), then the condition (1) is also equivalent to the condition e-ess sup IE(1ij(i);f3(J))I < co, 1 . j . i . n.
(1")
In terms of these projections, the operational calculus for the spectral operator B may be put in a form reminiscent of that for a finite matrix. By way of illustration, let S be the scalar part of B and let 0 be a bounded Borel scalar function on v(B)-a(S). Then the operator s(S) in Ij" is given by the formula so(S) = E = a(XAj)Eij, where Ens = fre E(S1ff();A(9)e(dj) is a projection in n, and the elements Xki, 1 < j . i < n, are operators in I defined by the equations N j = hi S4fjfle(df).
The above remarks show that the spectral analysis of such operators B reduces to the algebraic problem of solving a polynomial of degree n. Among the familiar operations of mathematical analysis which come under the preceding discussion, that of convolutions by L1 functions is perhaps the most interesting. By taking the Hilbert space p to be L2(-co, co), and by taking the operators b1j in L2 (-coc) to be operators of the form begf= atff+gij*f, fEL2 (-a, o) , where a1j is a complex number, gij is a function in L1(-ao, oo), and ij*f= f o g ij(s -t)f(t)dt, it is seen that a complete spectral analysis of the operator B = (bij) in gin reduces to the examination of an n X n matrix whose elements are given in terms of the Fourier transforms of the functions g,.
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